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Prof. Amr Galal El Adawi
PRESIDENT OF BEIRUT ARAB
UNIVERSITY

President's Message

The establishment of the Faculty of Architecture – Design & Built
Environment in 1962 was a milestone in the history of Lebanon,
providing one of the earliest schools of architecture. Now, almost
56 years later, the Faculty is a well-established beacon of knowledge, for which BAU graduates are truly proud.
The Faculty of Architecture plays a vital role in fulfilling the
aims of BAU; it assumes an active part in architectural research,
sustainable development, and educational innovation. Given the
fundamental role of internationalization in architecture, the
Faculty has obtained unconditional validation from the Royal
Institute of British Architects (RIBA) part 1 in 2012 and another
validation from RIBA for an extended five-year duration for the
years 2017 – 2022. The Faculty has also succeeded in obtaining the
RIBA validation for its Bachelor’s and Master’s programs.
The education delivered by the Faculty ensures that our graduates are fully ready to assume leading positions in society. The
Faculty continues to provide architectural professionals to meet
the demands of the industry. This generates wealth, economic
activities, and jobs not only in the field of architecture but also in
other areas that rely on architecture.
Through its consultation services, the Faculty has helped build
capacity to enable the Arab region to engage fully in architectural
projects. A Digital Fabrication Laboratory equipped with advanced
technology to enable researchers and students to develop complex architectural concepts has been launched on March 2017.
The Faculty has also renovated and expanded its facilities, lecture
halls, and laboratories. This yearbook portrays the significant
achievements of students, staff, and the Faculty of Architecture
throughout the year.
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Prof. Ibtihal El-Bastawissi
DEAN FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE – DESIGN & BUILT
ENVIRONMENT

Dean's Message

The Faculty of Architecture – Design & Built Environment is
proudly honored to publish the second edition of the 'yearbook'
which compiles the most prominent outcomes of students for the
academic year 2016/2017. Our architectural education approach
remains concentrated on applying recent technology in teaching,
learning, and research. Applications of up-to-date technology
have been reflected in students' works. The international workshop CoF; 'Constructing the Future' held in March 2017 had a vital
role in orienting students to start using digitization not only as
an aiding tool of presentation but for giving endless possibilities
to create unprecedented 3D forms. This digital approach has
enabled students to think outside the box, generating new
concepts. Without a doubt, that would never have been achieved
before inaugurating the 'Digital Fabrication Laboratory' at the
Faculty on 31 March 2017 to be the first of its kind in the region.
Throughout reading this booklet, it can be observed that the level
of complexity grows sequentially from the lower levels to the
higher ones. Throughout a long journey beginning by recognizing
the principles of space, form, and order, passing through emphasis on structure, module, and function relationships, reaching to
adopt a specific theme based on a deep philosophy, the student is
able to explore his/her own architectural character. By the end of
this journey, the student is able to solve problems through testing
new hypotheses and speculations. The booklet also presents the
extra-curricular activities that have influenced the development
of the intellectual and cultural skills of students. Finally, I wish
this booklet would find its fruitful echo among academic achievements and become a visible guidance for students.
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Architecture
Student Works

STAGES 1/2/3/4/5/6
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In the first year of the BSc course students are introduced to the aspects of the architectural
design discipline through design projects, workshops, tutorials and lectures. Year one is
where the student begins to acquire key knowledge as well as technical and transferable
skills. Design itself is taught, learned and assessed in the design studio through individual
tutorial sessions, group discussions, peer evaluation and by formal presentation (interim
and final) to staff, visiting tutors and other students. The general aim of the early first stuArch 271 • Architectural Design Fundamentals: Visual Studies • Fall 2016– 2017 • Course Instruc
tors Prof. Ibtihal El-Bastawissi, Dr. Mohamed Sobhy, Dr. Sawsan Saridar, Dr. Sami Mneimneh,
Ms. Hoda Alwan, Ms. Nabila Al Ghabra, Ms. Shereen Khalil, Mr. Ali Rashid, Ms. Farah Zayat.
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Room1 INSECURITY
1B05: Visual Delights
THE ROOM

The room that is show reﬂects how can a person sitting in side it feel. the oppenings in the wall reﬂect on
the person a speciﬁc feeling. in this room the person
got the feelling of insecurity , inﬆability and fear. the
wood on the walls and on the ground express this feeldio breaking
design assignments
to nurture
students’it.skill of seeing and making respectively.
ing through
down theiswood
and the
excavting
the ability
of questioning
what
is being
seen and imparting a manner for deducing
the room Acquiring
came from
the idea
of a hunted
room
were
be seen.
The
proposed
early stage’s problems are selected from a
a person and
cantproposing
live .thewhat
darkcan
brown
color
used
provides
of multifacetedsince
designasubjects.
outcome of a design project is not readily
the room range
with disconsolate
personWhen
wouldthefeel
predictable,
students
learn
to
rely
on
questioning,
safe and secured with bright colors where ans with analysis and exploration through an iterative process to inform the outcome. This type of engagement allows students to look for less
dark colors
is the way opposit. the oppening in the
obvious relationships, react to unexpected circumstances and to post rationalize.
wall is in the form of squres whre light can slightly
enter . the other two oppenings in the room are put on
a high level were this can show that its hard for the
person to get out of this room.
Student Works/Architecture

STAGE 1
13

Students Dorm (the Unit / The Whole) • The questions that arise when exploring the relationship between architecture and humans in the second semester are more than simply
“accommodate” a person and their behaviors within it. This relationship delves deep into why
these behaviors manifest in the first place, as it calls upon the experiential characteristics
and qualities that spark when the two unite – impacting not only occupant behavior through
the body, but also impacting occupants intellectually, emotionally, physiologically and even
Arch 272 • Architectural Design Fundamentals: Physical Studies • Fall 2016– 2017 • Course
Instructors Prof. Ibtihal El-Bastawissi, Dr. Mohamed Sobhy, Dr. Osama Omar, Dr. Sami
Mneimneh, Ms. Hoda Alwan, Ms. Nabila Al Ghabra, Ms. Shereen Khalil, Ms. Shereen Abdallah.
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spiritually through the body as well. “THE HUMAN” was selected to be the theme of this
semester, and that is for getting familiar with the human being as a physical body and needs
and formulating a new perspective about this character which will start to be the main actor
in the play of architecture. Thus this project aims at introducing the human to students in a
new way and with different layers that are as physical dimensions, spatial needs in addition
to delights. Each chapter will target a certain problem or layer to consider and analyze and
they are: Chapter one: Physical, humane and emotional needs.

STAGE 1
Student Works/Architecture
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Tala Basbous, Sara Chamass, Mohamad Khaled Azhari • 15 weeks • Figures [1] Ground
floor plan (skeleton construction system) [2] Bearing wall section [3] Detailed section [4] Wall
section (skeleton construction system).
Arch 273 • Building Construction I • Fall 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructors Assoc. Prof. Baher
Farahat, Dr. Mohamed Sobhy.
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Tala Basbous, Sara Chamass, Mohamad Khaled Azhari • 15 weeks • Figure Wooden window / door details .
Arch 274 • Building Construction II • Spring 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructors Assoc. Prof.
Baher Farahat, Dr. Mohamed Sobhy.
Student Works/Architecture

STAGE 1
17
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Family Meditation House • Adel Mashaka • Meshref – Lebanon • 7 weeks • Family meditation house is a high quality residential unit located in Meshref region where the owners
retreat for meditation purposes. Perched high, the house has panoramic views of high latitude
pine tree forest in Meshref, Mount Lebanon. The property serves as a meditation destination
for the client. The brief is to create a new space that can house an extended family and can
also serve a purpose when visiting with smaller groups. Figures [1] Site analysis and design
development [2] Section [3] Site plan [4] Elevation.
Arch 291 • Architectural Design I • Fall 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructors Assoc. Prof. Baher
Farahat, Dr. Osama Omar, Dr. Massimiliano Gotti Porcinari, Dr. Hiba Mohsen, Ms. Rasha
Sukkarieh, Mr. Mohamed Ghazal, Mr. Bassam Shehadeh, Mr. Rabih Burji.
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Kindergarten • Omar Sakr • Meshref – Lebanon • 7 weeks • Children benefit from being in
outdoor natural areas by having the opportunity to experience nature through the exploration of flora and fauna. Research has shown that children learn when they are engaged and
active. Moreover, the interaction with nature encourages children to use their senses. Fig
ures [1] Functional zoning diagram [2] Perspective view and elevation [3] Site Plan [4] Section.

STAGE 2
Student Works/Architecture
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Self-Service Restaurant • Al Hadi Taha • BAU Debbieh Campus – Lebanon • 7 weeks •
Located inside BAU Debbieh campus within a proximity to the artificial lake, the project aims
to design a self-service restaurant that can mainly serve BAU students, staff as well as guests.
The architectural form seems like quite a contrast to the nature, but it possesses a strong
connection with the site and surroundings. Figures [1] Exploded isometric view analyzing
the form [2] Ground floor plan [3] Perspective view [4] Entrance elevation and a section showing relations with site levels.
Arch 292 • Architectural Design II • Spring 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructors Assoc. Prof. Baher
Farahat, Dr. Massimiliano Gotti Porcinari, Dr. Hiba Mohsen, Mr. Mohamad Ghazal, Ms. Hoda
Zeayter, Mr. Rabih Burji.
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Children’s Public Library • Nadia EL Kurdi • Saida – Lebanon • 7 weeks • Located in Saida,
this children’s public library aims to bring a dynamic space that is suitable the children’s
needs and aids in enhancing their skills in an environment in which they can learn with
optimum facilities provided to enjoy an exceptional recreational experience. The design
approach follows considerations taken with respect to site’s boundaries and orientation.
Figures [1] Site analysis and design decisions [2] Perspective [3] Ground floor plan.

STAGE 2
Student Works/Architecture
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A Residential Unit • Ahmad Younes • BAU Debbieh Campus – Lebanon • 15 weeks • The
course examines the fundamental practices about the construction building materials and
processes. It develops a deep understanding to different building construction techniques. It
aims at upgrading the ability to deal with different internal finishing materials, and examining different typical components of the building indoor. It makes emphasize on vertical
circulation systems. Figure Toilets sheet (Including plan, sections and details).
Arch 293 • Building Construction III • Fall 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructors Dr. Osama
Omar, Dr. Massimiliano Gotti Porcinari, Mr. Mohamad Ghazal, Ms. Nahed Hamawi.
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Timber Construction • Shadi Osta • BAU Debbieh Campus – Lebanon • 15 weeks • The aim
of this course is to present special treatments within buildings in relation to damp, heat,
light and noise. Lectures and exercises are focusing on the objective is thus to enable students
to acquire good knowledge in timber construction, details of such elements as external envelope and internal features. Figure Wooden construction (section and details).
Arch 294 • Building Construction IV • Spring 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructors Dr. Osama
Omar, Dr. Massimiliano Gotti, Mr. Mohamad Ghazal, Ms. Nahed Hamawi.
Student Works/Architecture

STAGE 2
23
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Automotive Showroom • Alisar Faraj • Dora – Lebanon • 6 weeks • This student selected
Hummer to be the exhibited brand. Hummer was firstly made for military use before it
became a civilian car. Although It appears bulky, it has light weight to meet up army's tactics,
defying nature. This showroom, therefore, reflects the metaphor of these features, creating
an anti-gravity mass with a remarkable universal space. Figures [1] Inspiration source of
concept [2] Conceptual phases [3] Ground floor plan [4] Perspective shot [5] Section.
Arch 331 • Architectural Design III • Fall 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructors Dr. Marwan Halabi,
Dr. Chadi Khoury, Dr. Maged Youssef, Ms. Nahed Hamawi, Mr. Bassam Ali Hassan, Ms. Lamis
Mantash, Mr. Salah Missi.
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Olympic Swimming Pool • Nagham Daher • BAU Campus Debbieh – Lebanon • 8 weeks •
In order to complete the Olympic sport facilities in BAU campus in Debbieh, an Olympic
swimming pool was required to host more than 2000 visitors watching competitions. This
student stemmed her concept from the disappearance moment of swimmer's body under
water. In a dynamic abstraction, she transferred the movement of a butterfly swimmer
(moving over and under water) to be the structural-lines of the canopy shading the public.
Figures [1] Inspiration source of concept and conceptual phases: strokes of butterfly-swimmer [2] Perspective shot [3] Perspective [4] Ground floor plan.

STAGE 3
Student Works/Architecture
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Summer Festival Arena • Wissam Abu Elez • Aley – Lebanon • 7 weeks • In a fruitful cooperation between the faculty and Municipality of Aley, students' ideas were employed to be
design proposals for several projects. One of these projects is decided to be a festival arena
initiated over the neglected place beside the historical 'Piscine's Stairs'. This student aimed
to respect the land topography with a limited interference. Thus, his arena's steps were built
directly on earth minimizing excavation and concrete pollution. The concept was inspired by
the stone pattern existed in the site which was abstracted to be levels showcasing sculptures
in a harmonious composition. Figures [1] The surrounded context: colorful piscine's stairs
[2] Inspiration source of concept [3] Perspective shot [4] Elevation [5] Site plan.
Arch 332 • Architectural Design IV • Spring 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructors Prof. Mohamed
Fekry, Dr. Chadi Khoury, Dr. Maged Youssef, Ms. Nahed Hamawi, Mr. Bassam Ali Hassan,
Mr. Salah Missi.
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A Compact Living • Hassan El-Banna • Aramoun – Lebanon • 7 weeks • This project aims to
provide small-area residential units targeting a short stay living. This student thought about
the current economic crisis in Lebanon which stopped many projects due to lack of expenses.
Accordingly, the student designed residential units built upon request keeping the complex
in an infinite under-construction process. That was represented through creating a path for
a movable crane controlling (addition and subtraction) of units. Figures [1] Perspective shot
[2] Structural concept: placement of units [3] Layout.

STAGE 3
Student Works/Architecture
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Community Center • Hassan El-Arabi Kodsi, Ghadir Mustapha • Chehim – Lebanon •
15 weeks • Students in this course learn the basic principles of preparing a complete portfolio
of architectural tender drawings. They change their design projects undertaken in the course
ARCH 292 Architectural Design II to be execution drawings including (plans, sections, elevations, site plan, RC staircase, and wall-sections). Figures [1] Site plan [2] Ground floor plan
[3] Framing structural slab [4] Section [5] Elevation.
Arch 333 • Execution Design I • Fall 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructors Dr. Maged Youssef,
Dr. Chadi Khoury, Mr. Rabie Shbaro, Mr. Refaat Saad, Ms. Nabila Al Ghabra, Mr. Mohamad
Shatila.
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Execution Details of Community Center • Hassan El-Arabi Kodsi, Ghadir Mustapha •
Chehim – Lebanon • 15 weeks • Students proceed working on the same execution project of
ARCH 333 preparing an integrated portfolio including details of (false ceiling, curtain walls,
public toilets, fixed furniture, joints, skylights, etc). Figures [1] Models of doors [2] Steel staircase details [3] Wall-section [4] Section in the toilets [5] Details of the gate and the skylight.
Arch 334 • Execution Design II • Spring 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructors Dr. Maged Youssef,
Dr. Chadi Khoury, Mr. Rabie Shbaro, Mr. Refaat Saad, Ms. Nabila Al Ghabra, Mr. Mohamad
Shatila.
Student Works/Architecture

STAGE 3
29
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Public Library • Ahmad Al Baalbaky • Sodeco, Beirut – Lebanon • 7 weeks • Libraries
are classified into various categories, and are designed to house a wide range of activities,
geared towards “spreading knowledge and information”. This project is targeting to design a
public library, to serve a community on a regional level. The key objective is to emphasize
all functional requirements needed in such a knowledge and cultural facility, in addition to
human values such as openness, user‐friendliness, interest and service for all members of
the community. The total project elements area within (±4600 m2). Figures [1] Site analysis
[2] Eastern elevation [3] Section [4] 3D rendered shot for the project [5] Exploded geometry
[6] Ground floor plan [7] Site plan [8] Design approach.
Arch 431 • Architectural Design V • Fall 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructors Prof. Ayman
Afify, Dr. Mohamad Yassine, Dr. Kareem Galal, Mr. Abdul Razzak Balaa, Mr. Rabih El Awad,
Mr. Amjad Chamseddine.
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STAGE 4
Student Works/Architecture
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Rehabilitation and Elderly Center • Ahmad Al Baalbaky • Rawshe, Beirut – Lebanon •
7 weeks • The Rehabilitation Center Approach is different from other projects, it should be
affecting the healing process of the patient by using the architecture. Providing a relation
between the building and nature. Each section or zone is given its unique design, differentiating it from the others and providing varied visual stimulation and dealing with all
environmental and sustainable factor. Figures [1] Rendered 3D shot [2] Site plan [3] Ground
floor plan [4] Exploded geometry [5] Project elevations [6] Sections.
Arch 431 • Architectural Design V • Fall 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructors Prof. Ayman
Afify, Dr. Mohamad Yassine, Dr. Kareem Galal, Mr. Abdul Razzak Balaa, Mr. Rabih El Awad,
Mr. Amjad Chamseddine.
32
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STAGE 4
Student Works/Architecture
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Business Complex • Omar Khalil Saada • Verdun, Beirut – Lebanon • 15 weeks • The
26000sqm project is an application for the key words (Business, Entertainment, Sustainability), and their interaction on the site context. Business complexes are exciting, dynamic, and
ever changing, they have become centers of community activity, conversation and entertainment as well as powerful engines of economic activities. In this project, movement is
sought with the construction of spaces and the volume. A combination of different types of
architectural movement into different volumes and elements suggest architectural motion.
Movement is promoted with flow (kinetic motion caused by external wind forces on the
façade) and sequence (parametric designed parts of the tower). Figures [1] Diagram showing
the façade studies [2] Site plan [3] Section [4] Ground floor plan [5] Circulation studies diagram
[6] Upper ground floor plan [7] Main elevation [8] Main 3D shot [9] 3D shot for the approach of
the project from the main street of Verdun.
Arch 432 • Architectural Design VI • Spring 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructors Prof. Ayman
Afify, Dr. Mohamad Yassine, Dr. Kareem Galal, Mr. Abdul Razzak Balaa, Mr. Rabih El Awad,
Mr. Amjad Chamseddine.
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STAGE 4
Student Works/Architecture
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Business Complex • Omar Naamani • Verdun, Beirut – Lebanon • 15 weeks • Aiming to
more local amenities and offering the residents an accessible means by which to maintain
social interaction and engage with the local community. So the concept was by detaching
our project from the limited ground we achieve our ideas of fragmented volumetric masses
and what defines the sky more than architectural voids. This project has a dialogue between
skies and lands and levitate the life of the grounds to the vertical dimension. There must
be a dialogue between the composed masses, taking into consideration the importance of
a façade, the front building. Figures [1] Main 3D shot [2] Ground floor plan [3] Master plan
[4] Lower ground floor plan [5] Diagram showing building zoning [6] Project circulation analysis and studies diagram.
Arch 432 • Architectural Design VI • Spring 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructors Prof. Ayman
Afify, Dr. Mohamad Yassine, Dr. Kareem Galal, Mr. Abdul Razzak Balaa.
36
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Student Works/Architecture
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Fourth YEAR
First Semester

2016-2017

Sayda Park

SHEET TITLE :

Site Plan Floor Drainage
SCALE:
NAME:

1/50

Rodrigues Mghames

RESTAURANT • Rodrigues Mghames • Saida – Lebanon • 15 weeks • Restaurant project
initially designed in ARCH332 Architectural Design IV in the spring semester of third level.
The student prepared and developed complete sets of tender drawings for the project. In the
first part of the project he elaborated selective drawings such as: site, ground floor, first/
mezzanine floor, mechanical floor, and a longitudinal section. In the second part, he worked
on the detailed project through executing electro-mechanical working drawings (sanitary,
lighting, power supply, and HVAC) on restaurant dining area, kitchen, administration rooms,
circulation facilities, service rooms, storages, public toilets, mechanical room, and control
room. In addition, the student took into consideration the sustainable applications in all
phases. Figure Site plan floor drainage.
PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT

Arch 433 • EXECUTION DESIGN III • Fall 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructors Dr. Kareem Galal,
Mr. Abdul Razzak Balaa, Mr. Ashraf Saadeh, Mr. Bassam Ali Hassan, Mr. Daoud Badran.
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LIBRARY • Rodrigues Mghames • Beirut – Lebanon • 15 weeks • Composite drawings illustrating particular execution details of sustainable features considered in a project designed in
ARCH431 (Reading area of public library project). Preparation of specification and quantities
report for the execution of a part of the project completed in ARCH433 (public toilets of restaurant project). Sustainable issues and smart materials selection were very important in this
project especially in finishing materials, natural lighting and energy consumption. Figure
Site plan.
Arch 434 • EXECUTION DESIGN IV • Spring 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructors Prof. Mohamed
Fekry, Dr. Kareem Galal, Mr. Abdul Razzak Balaa, Mr. Ashraf Saadeh, Mr. Bassam Ali Hassan,
Ms. Hoda Zeayter.
Student Works/Architecture
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Beirut North Gate Development • Bahaa Aboul Khoudoud • Quarantina, Beirut
– Lebanon • 15 weeks • The project targets making an urban development of the Quarantina
area while taking into consideration the sustainable development of the area from its environmental, social, and economical approaches. The proposed project components intend to
give priority to the community needs as well as preserving the cultural and social diversity.
Figures [1] Sections [2] Sustainable analysis [3] Design process [4] Human eye perspectives
[5] Site plan.
Arch 537 • Design Studio • Fall 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructors Prof. Ibtihal El-Bastawissi,
Assoc. Prof. Nader Azab, Assoc. Prof. Hisham El-Arnaouty, Dr. Said Jazairi, Dr. Mohamad
Al Saidi, Mr. Abdul Wahed Chehab, Mr. Khaled Sadek, Ms. Rasha Sukkarieh, Ms. Roua Rawass.
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Beyrouth Rebellious • Bahaa Aboul Khoudoud • Beirut Central District – Lebanon •
15 weeks • Rebellious Beyrouth, is a project dedicated to revitalize and renovate one of Beirut’s
gems of the 60’s, Beirut City Center, better known as the EGG, inheriting the name from
its unusual shape and designed previously by Joseph Philippe Karam. The proposed project
includes the renovation of the forgotten ruin to a facility dedicated to the youth society of
Lebanon and the history of Beirut. Figures [1] Morphology process [2] Entrance perspective
and view towards the submerged plaza [3] Section [4] Main perspective.
Arch 540 • Senior Project • Spring 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructors Prof. Ibtihal El-Bastawissi,
Assoc. Prof. Nader Azab, Assoc. Prof. Hisham El-Arnaouty, Dr. Said Jazairi, Dr. Mohamed
Al Saidi, Mr. Abdul Wahed Chehab, Mr. Khaled Sadek, Ms. Rasha Sukkarieh, Ms. Roua Rawass.
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Beirut Science Forest • Ali Salam Salih • Mathaf, Beirut – Lebanon • 15 weeks • As social
media being the main media platform for science communication, Beirut Science Forest is
an attempt to use architecture as a physical communication platform between scientists and
science enthusiasts directly. It considers its visitors as a study material and its researchers
as an exhibition material by creating a circulation loop that encourage the sense of wonder
in both. Figures [1] Structural analysis [2] Plan and zoning [3] Section perspective [4] Aerial
view [5] Section perspective [6] Human eye view [7] Interior shots.
Arch 540 • Senior Project • Spring 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructors Prof. Ibtihal El-Bastawissi,
Assoc. Prof. Nader Azab, Assoc. Prof. Hisham El-Arnaouty, Dr. Said Jazairi, Dr. Mohamed
Al Saidi, Mr. Abdul Wahed Chehab, Mr. Khaled Sadek, Ms. Rasha Sukkarieh, Ms. Roua Rawass.
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The Integrated Society • Nour Al Baba • Sabra Tarik Jdideh, Beirut – Lebanon • 15 weeks •
The worsening of the society of Sabra – Tarik Jdideh in Beirut, Lebanon was based on physical
and physiological aspects. The Integrated Society aims to upgrade the quality of life in low
income areas and halt this deterioration. The area necessitates a project that assures the
needs of the community whilst providing inhabitants with the right to live with dignity.
Upgrading process was through improving educational, cultural, economic, environmental
and social concerns of dwellers. Figures [1] Urban studies [2] Site analysis [3] 3D section
[4] Material studies [5] Interior shot.
Arch 632 • Advanced Design Studio II • Spring 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructors Prof. Ibtihal
El-Bastawissi, Dr. Marwan Halabi, Dr. Hiba Mohsen, Mr. Khaled Sadek, Ms. Rasha Sukkarieh.
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Figures [6] Aerial view [7] Projected plan [8] Elevation and section [9] Environmental studies
[10] Ground floor plan.
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Figures [1] Human anatomy, pencil – Farah Haidari [2] Still life vegetables, pencil – Rahwan
Bou Mjahed [3] Still life vegetables, pencil – Ghida Al Manasfi [4] Still life objects, pencil – Ali
Awji [5] Still life fruits, charcoal – Omar Shatila [6] Fashion, watercolor, monochrome – Zeina
Al Abdullah [7] Fashion, watercolor – Aline Arnaout [8] Still life objects, watercolor and
ink – Assem El Merie [9] Fashion, watercolor and ink – Leen Saleh [10] Still life objects,
gouache – Abdulrahman Wehbi [11] Furniture, watercolor – Alaa El Khatib. [12] Still life landscape, watercolor – Rahwan Bou Mjahed.
ARTD 209 • Freehand Drawing • Fall 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructor Dr. Nael Al Sarrag,
Mr. Salah Missi.
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Loft apartment • Abbass Morsel • 7 weeks • To design a loft apartment for a hypothetical
client using a school of thought of a key designer. The main concept is to design a loft apartment using the user centered approach, by analyzing the user’s need and traits during the
weekdays and weekends. The students were asked to interview a real person with a certain
profession given to each student. In addition, the complexity of the design problem involved
studying a pioneer designer or architect of the student’s choice to understand his school of
though and hence design the loft apartment using the same principles. Figures [1] Main
reception interior perspective [2] Living area interior perspective [3] Music corner interior
perspective [4] Ground floor plan [5] First floor plan.
INTD 202 • Interior Design Studio I • Spring 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructors Dr. Samer
El Sayary, Ms. Farah Al Zein, Ms. Roua Ghosh.
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Administrative Office (Office Space – Gallery and Showroom – Entertainment
area – Showroom FaÇade) • Leen Shams • Ashrafieh Beirut – Lebanon • 7 weeks • The
design concept was to show Lacoste style: sport, simple and elegance. The combination of
sport and elegance is meant to reflect life, movement, joy, and optimism. The vibrant stimulating hues increase the spark of creativity in the office space bringing nature to the interior.
That generates a relaxation mood for the workers on breaks. Figures [1] Section and bubble
diagram [2] Plan of ground floor office space [3] Circulation plan [4] Zoning and matrix.
INTD 301 • Interior Design Studio III • Fall 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructors Dr. Nael Al Sarrag,
Ms. Israa Sammoura.
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Company Design

Company
(Brand Carolina
Herrera)

1
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Design
(Brand Carolina Herrera)

Colors

Design Inspirations

CEO Office Perspective

This office idea
is taken from
the box shoes.
Material used is
wood.

I'm using two primary colors
the red and blue with all its
tints and shades.

Furniture

This is a partition
used to separate
the office from
the sitting area.
Made from wood.

This chair is used for office
with a flexible back to allow
its users to work in a good
mood. It is made from black
leather to make it easily
cleaned.

This sofa is used in the sitting
area
.It is a modern style made
from
fabric.

This chair is used in the meeting
area in the ceo office. The chair
is made from wood and fabric.
It is modern style and comfortable.

Section B-B
Scale 1:25

Objectives

The objective of the project to create a design for a brand chosen by the students. The design must be related to the brand colors and mood that are used by the brand. The brand i
chose is carolina herrera so the colors used was mainly red. The company was divided into departments which are, human resources, advertisment, accounting, legel, and engineering.
The secondary related areas for the company is a reception, gallery, coffee shop. The materials that are used are all sustainable material and eco-friendly like the bamboo strips as well
as recycled wood such as wood that was used in other buildings or fsc wood that are certified by LEED.

Concept

The concept was taken from the shoes box so i worked with square to design the walls and the front part of the women heals so i worked with triangular shapes too.

First Floor Plan

s

This floor included the CEO office
which must have some special and

necessary areas. The first one is the
of the project to create a design for a brand chosen by the students. The design must be related to the brand colors and mood that are used by the brand. The brand i
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LEED. red. The company was divided into departments which are, human resources, advertisment, accounting, legel, and engineering.
The secondary related areas for the company is a reception, gallery, coffee shop. The materials that are used are all sustainable material and eco-friendly like the bamboo strips as well
as recycled wood such as wood that was used in other buildings or fsc wood that are certified by LEED.

as taken from the shoes box so i worked with square to design the walls and the front part of the women heals so i worked with triangular shapes too.

Concept

The concept was taken from the shoes box so i worked with square to design the walls and the front part of the women heals so i worked with triangular shapes too.

First Floor Plan
This floor included the CEO office
which must have some special and
necessary areas. The first one is the
secretary for each office. The second
is a private bathroom. The third is a
small meeting area and finally a sitting
area.
The floor also included a smoking area
and a relaxing area.

First Floor Plan
Matrix

This floor included the CEO office
which must have some special and
necessary areas. The first one is the

for each office. The second
Zoningsecretary
is a private bathroom. The third is a

small meeting area and finally a sitting
area.
The floor also included a smoking area
and a relaxing area.

Matrix

Zoning

Company design for carolina herrera • Malak Sabeh Ayoun • Ashrafieh Beirut –
Lebanon • 7 weeks • The concept was inspired from shoe boxes which translated to be triangular shapes. Figures [1] Section representing the office space, reception, and showroom
area, façade, shot for the outdoor entertainment area, and section for the senior office space
in the first floor [2] Ground floor and first floor plans with bubble diagram and matrices.
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Retail Design • Leen Shams • Downtown – Lebanon • 7 weeks • The concept of the restaurant
was inspired from the combination between Lebanese and Japanese cultures, and creating
two experiences for the client. The restaurant provides a natural environment for visitors.
The retail is divided in two zones to create different experiences and moods: common plants
and degraded stones on wall, abstract form of a mountain in counter and bar. Figures
[1] Retail façade [2] Materials' samples [3] Interior perspectives [4] Section [5] Design thinking
sketches [6] Section [7] Plan.
INTD 302 • Interior Design Studio III • Spring 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructors Dr. Nael Al Sarrag,
Ms. Israa Sammoura.
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Wedding Hall Design • Lara Mansour • Ferry Boat • 7 weeks • The student is required to
design the spaces that reflect and express the value of luxury to provide users with exquisite
(extremely beautiful and delicate) and special beauty or charm, or rare and appealing excellence in experience of vacation with special focus on wedding events, entertainment and
accompanying services. Rooms are designed with illuminated yellow onyx marble entrances
against precious black marble in addition to the modern flat faceted ceiling and square floor
lamps that will reflect directly the room’s mood and ambiance.
INTD 401 • Interior Design project IV • Fall 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructors Dr. Samer El Sayary,
Ms. Farah Al Zein.
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The floor covered with gold mosaic pattern to complete the luxurious mood of the room and
goes perfectly with the modern black setting. Following every gold detail leading down to
simplicity and luxury. Soon enough, the simplicity disappears, leaving only an intoxicating
illusion of art coming to live in an ultra-modern combination. Corridor is created to fit the
luxurious ambiance of the room. Featuring large onyx walls and glossy walls leaves an
exquisite and delicate experience. Figures [1] Wedding hall section [2] Dining space in the
wedding hall [3] Hotel room plans [4] Reception hall section.
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Beirut Memory Science Museum • Lara Omar Mansour • Barakat House, Beirut –
Lebanon • 15 weeks • Exotic sciences museum in an old Lebanese Building Figures
[1] Diagram of integrating the display unit with the main structural consolidation of the
building [2] Plans [3] Interior perspective for the main science museum hall [4] Section
representing the main gallery.
INTD 402 • Interior Design Senior Project • Spring 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructors Dr. Samer
El Sayary, Dr. Nael Al Sarrag, Ms. Farah Al Zein.
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Future Smart House • Ekbal Shalabi • Baabda – Lebanon • 15 weeks • The project was
an old Lebanese residential house (940 sqm) in Jounieh. The interior design strategy was
turning it into a zero energy house integrating a futuristic style and smart design systems.
Figures [1] Ground Floor plan [2] Main gathering living space [3] First floor plan.
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Figures [1] Postcard from Beirut – Ghida Al Manasfi [2] Postal stamp series commemorating
Lebanese actors – Dima Baassiri [3] Community poster – Assem El Merie.

GRAD 202 • Graphic Design Studio I • Spring 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructor Ms. Lara Balaa.
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Figures [1] Bird composition – Ghida Al Manasfi [2] Bird composition – Dima Baassiri
[3] Movement – Assem El Merie [4] Movement – Mona Shehab.
GRAD 210 • Theory of Colors in Visual Communications • Spring 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructor
Ms. Therese Yared.
Student Works/Graphic Design
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Futura

Gill sans

curves

Natural curves

1924

1925
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Sans Serif
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Grotesque

Angle of stress & Double storey

1957

go go go go go go go
Baskerville

Bodoni

Clarendon

Futura

Gill sans

Futura
They based on simple geometric
shapes, they are very rounded and are
distinguishable by their splayed
nature. And same Graphic typefaces.

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii
Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq

Gill sans
Similar to geometric fonts, these are
based on the proportion of roman
capitals, and old style lowercase letter
forms. They have greater stroke
weight contrast.

Baseline
Font size
70 pt

Garamond

Helvetica

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii
Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq

Helvetica

The Ascender serifs that have low
contrast between the thick and thin
strokes. They also possess bracketed
serifs and a left-inclined stress.

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii
Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq

Baskerville
They make a divergence from old
style forms towards more modern
forms, Is a ﬂat or triangular tip
where the diagonal strokes meet.

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii
Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq

Bodoni
Recognizable by the high contrast
between the thick and thin strokes,
well as the ﬂat, Unbracketed and
often thin serifs. And the fonts
become heavily stylized.

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii
Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq

Clarendon
Distinguished legibility its large
x-high stroke contrast and slight
inclined to be legible, And by
larger, square serifs and bolder.

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii
Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii
Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq

GRAD 304 • Typography II • Spring 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructor Ms. Lara Balaa.
Faculty of Architecture – Design and Built Environment

Garamond

The typeface have broader characters
than those of grotesques and possess
a g with a loop, and a G with a chin.

Figure Infographic explaining type classifications – Rama Al Kurdi.
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Medium contrast

contrast
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Slab serif

Unbracketed
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Wedge Serif
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Simple curves

Low
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X

Modern

High
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Figures [1] Lifting for the visual identity of LibanPost – Dana Assaf [2] Visual identity for an
Indian color festival – Dana Assaf.

GRAD 301 • Graphic Design Studio II • Fall 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructor Ms. Therese Yared.
Student Works/Graphic Design
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Figures [1] Calendar – Rama Al Kurdi [2] Calendar – Samah Kashkash [3] Calendar – Osman
Osman [4] Book cover – Rama Al Kurdi [5] Bilingual art magazine, visual identity and layout –
Rama Al Kurdi.

GRAD 302• Graphic Design Studio III • Spring 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructor Ms. Therese Yared.
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Figures [1] Dissecting Arabic Type – Osman Osman [2] City scape – Nermine Kaakour [3] Spoke,
in other words – Hassan Ali [4] Composing a theme with letters – Rawan Noureddine [5] Wrapping paper with letters – Ahmad Kaddouha.

GRAD 224 • Arabic Typography • Spring 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructor Ms. Lamia El-Sayed.
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Figures [1] Repackaging for Barilla food product line – Rawan Noureddine [2] Perfume packaging based on a sensorial childhood memory – Hassan Ali.

GRAD 401• Graphic Design Studio IV • Fall 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructor Ms. Lara Balaa.
Student Works/Graphic Design
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Rawi Herbal infusion packaging • Hassan Ali • 15 weeks • 'Rawi' (storyteller in Arabic)
is a herbal infusion product line designed to encourage young men and women to integrate
herbal infusions in their diet. Based on the insight that hot drinks provide a mental break
from daily routine tasks, the designer developed a series of large surrealistic doodles documenting his own daydreams, to serve as the main visual backdrop for their packaging line.
Figures [1] Doodles [2] Packaging mock-ups.

GRAD 402 • Graphic Design Senior Project • Spring 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructor Ms. Lara Balaa.
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Parallel thoughts • Rawan Noureddine • 15 weeks • This project is a series of visual
explorations based on the designer's personal tales of overthinking, these include a car ride
gone wrong, her grandmother's condolences, and a personal discussion she had with a partner. The exploration resulted in three photographic explorations that were exhibited in the
form of an installation, and compiled into an experimental narrative publication. Figures
[1] A car ride gone wrong [2] Personal discussion – Installation view [3] Condolences
[4] Publication.
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figures [1] Linocut 28.5 x 19.3 cm – Ali Husseiny [2] Silkscreen 70 x 50 cm – Nermine Kaakour
[3] Silkscreen 28 x 22 cm – Rawan Noureddine [4] Silkscreen 64 x 45 cm – Ali Husseiny.

GRAD 405 • Print and Production Media • Fall 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructor Ms. Ibtissam Rifai.
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Figures [1] Nermine Kaakour [2] Rawan Noureddine [3] Israa Diab.

GRAD 222 • Digital Mixed Media • Spring 2016 – 2017 • Course Instructor Ms. Ibtissam Rifai.
Student Works/Graphic Design
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RIBA Accreditation
27 Feb – 03 Mar 2017 • In line with Beirut Arab
University’s strategic plan to internationalize its
standard of education, and after the successful
visit from the Royal Institute of British Architects
(RIBA) validation board, the Faculty of Architecture – Design & Built Environment has been
awarded a continued recognition and repositioning of Part 1 to be at the end of its 4th year, and a
full recognition of the fifth and the M. Arch sixth
level as RIBA Part 2 with unconditional validation
until 2022. This makes the faculty the first one in
Lebanon to obtain an internationally recognized
accreditation for both its undergraduate and postgraduate levels.
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CoF_Constructing
the Future
05 Sep. 2016 • Open Lectures
Under the title of Constructing the Future, the
Faculty of Architecture-Design & Built Environment organized a series of lectures at Omar Houri
Auditorium. The event included a welcome note
by Prof. Ibtihal El-Bastawissi, Dean of the faculty,
followed by four technical presentations by pioneering architects and artists in field: Mr. Roberto
Molinos, founder of Modelical, Mr. Miguel Vidal,
architect at Foster + Partners, Mr. Bruno Leonel
Marquez, architect, and Mr. Mario Lopes, sculptor
and painter. The guest speakers presented their
work explaining the intersection between digital
technology and art with the current architectural
pedagogies.
22 – 31 Mar. 2017 • Workshop
Extending the efforts to meet the new demands
in design and education, the faculty organized a
two-week workshop exploring advanced digital
modeling and fabrication techniques. Led by
experts in advanced architecture, the students
explored form finding and construction strategies. The outcomes were 1:1 scale architectural
components such as façade elements, partitions,
and interior furniture.
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Inauguration of the
Fabrication Lab
31 Mar 2017 • Under the patronage of the president
of Beirut Arab University, the Faculty of Architecture – Design & Built Environment celebrated
on the 31st of March 2017 the launching of ‘The
Digital Fabrication Laboratory’ along with the
outcomes created over nine days within the international workshop entitled CoF_Constructing
the Future. Eminent personalities and experts
from the academic and professional sectors have
been invited to participate. “CoF_Constructing
the Future” consists of set themes around the
development of 3D models. The students worked
in teams to the manufacturing of components of
the architectural work and its assembly process
according to the four themes. This fabrication laboratory creates a network between the academic
sector and the industry to provide a platform for
innovation. Two videos prepared by the students
about the faculty and the nine-days workshop
were presented, and national media covered this
entire celebration event.
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Summer School:
Digital Fabrication
03 – 10 Jul 2017 • The Faculty organized a Summer
School on Digital Fabrication in July 2017. In order
to keep pace with evolution of architecture today,
and to introduce students to new developments in
their studies, the faculty welcomed visiting professors from Italy as well as students from outside
the university to reach an end product that will be
presented in the Digital Fabrication Lab. The goal
of the summer school is to provide students with
a new digital paradigm in design and architecture,
providing them the possibility to gain practical
experience on future trends of computational
architecture, generative design, Algorithmic analysis, design optimization, and digital fabrication.
The school provides the students with the possibility to develop skills on computational design
and digital fabrication technology. Students also
gained insight on what computer tools are available in practice to assess various measures during
the design process until reaching the fabrication
and installation phase. The school encourages the
observation of material behaviors and their use in
architectural design featuring subconscious experiences. Students investigated modern materials
and their digital fabrication by direct experience.
They worked with algorithms and engaged the
virtual world with the real environment in their
final projects.
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Two New M. Arch
Programs: Creative
Sustainability,
and Digital Design
& Fabrication
Master in Architectural Engineering
— Creative Sustainability (M.Arch.)
One-Year Program / 28 Credit hours.
Joint master’s degree program at the Faculty of
Architecture – Design, and Built Environment, in
cooperation with the Faculty of Business Administration and the Faculty of Engineering. The
program creates a multidisciplinary learning
platform in the fields of Architecture, Engineering
and Economics of Natural Resources and Environment for Creative Sustainability. This activates
students to create new sustainable solutions
for human environments on purpose to build a
socially responsible and sustainable future.
Master in Architectural Engineering
— Digital Design & Fabrication (M.Arch.)
One-Year Program / 28 Credit hours.
The pedagogical approach is based on integrating
teaching and research, problem-based learning,
combined multidisciplinary learning and strong
connection to practical outcomes. The students
learn programmatic concepts of digital design
and fabrication in architectural engineering.
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Publications
The faculty proudly announces the following four
recent publications within the academic year
2016 – 2017:
•A
 rchitecture yearbook that recapitulates the
educational achievements of students throughout the academic year 2015/2016.
•A
 rchitecture and Metaphor by Dr. Maged Youssef:
From a very literary perspective, this book interprets the multiple meanings of the architectural
forms, which understood as the 'Metaphor' in
architecture. ISBN-13: 9789953037783. The book
signing ceremony was held on 12 December 2016
at the Book Fair in Biel, Beirut.
• A
 rchitecture & planning Journal (APJ) – Volume
23 and a special issue of APJ under the title of the
1st International workshop on Digital Fabrication – Debbieh Lebanon (22 – 31 March 2017).
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Exhibition
31 Mar 2017 • An exhibition took place on 31 March
2017 at the faculty’s main atrium displaying the
work of graduate and undergraduate students. A
number of projects were displayed demonstrating
the wide variety of disciplines including Architecture, Interior and Graphic Design programs and
reflecting their distinctive creative abilities.
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Urban Health and
Wellbeing: Advancing
Systems, Science and
Technology
26 – 27 Apr 2017 • Beirut Arab University, in collaboration with the International Council for Science
(ICSU) global science program on Systems Thinking for Urban Health and Wellbeing organized an
interdisciplinary seminar entitled “Urban Health
and Wellbeing: Advancing Systems, Science and
Technology.” Participants, who included members
and sponsors of the ICSU program, the CEO of the
Ecological Sequestration Trust, and a group of
interdisciplinary experts in urban sciences from
Beirut Arab University, jointly identified priorities
for improving health and wellbeing in the City of
Beirut. The workshop introduced participants to
the fundamentals of systems' approaches, which
facilitate knowledge creation and effective action
through the use of systems' tools and computer-supported alongside participatory processes of
engagement with academics and professionals.
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Prof. El-Bastawissi
visits the 16th Architectural Week in Amman,
Jordan
22 – 24 Jul 2017 • The dean of the Faculty of Architecture – Design & Built Environment, Prof. Ibtihal
El-Bastawissi, attended the 16th Architectural
Week, entitled "Modern Trends in Academic Education" that was held at Al Hussein Cultural Center – Amman Municipality Building – Jordan. The
event was under the patronage of His Excellency
the Minister of Higher Education and Scientific
Research, Dr. Adel Al-Twaisi. The dean participated as a guest speaker presenting the faculty’s
experience with the internationally accreditation
of its Architectural program. She focused on the
full RIBA recognition of part 2 (after year 6 M. Arch)
and continued recognition and reposition of part 1
(after year 4). During the week, three main themes
were discussed: 1. The Workshop. 2. The Architectural competitions. 3. The focus on the graduation
discussions, the arbitration committees and the
entrance exam.
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Chadirji Seventeenth
Awards
28 Jan 2017 • Two fresh graduates from the Faculty Elias Zurub and Nour El-Baba participated
in Chadirji Seventeenth Awards for Architecture
students in Lebanon with their graduation projects for the academic year 2015/2016. Elias Zurub
won the 2nd Prize for his graduation project
entitled 'Sayde Monastry'. The event was prepared
by Chadirji Foundation in collaboration with the
Order of Engineers Architects between 27 and 28
January 2017.

Participation to RIBA
President’s Medals
Awards 2017
Oct 2017 • The students Omar Saada and Nour
El Baba had participated with their academic
projects in the well-known RIBA competition,
"The President’s Medals Awards" which rewards
students for their outstanding design-work with
scholarships and prizes. Omar Saada submitted a
project titled 'Business Complex Verdun' encompassing 24 active spaces connected to the street to
maximize workers' productivity. M. Arch student
Nour El Baba participated with her project 'The
Integrated Society' which aims to upgrade the
quality of life in low income areas (photo showing
'The Integrated Society' by Nour El Baba).
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Lebanese Architect
Awards 2017
31 Jan 2017 • The faculty hosted the head of
the Beirut Order of Engineers and Architects
Mr. Khaled Shehab, at the main auditorium. An
introduction by the organizers of the Lebanese
Architect Awards Festival to be held at BIEL Exhibition Center explained to BAU students and staff
a brief of this event and the main participants
including the 36 Lebanese Flagship Architectural
projects executed in Lebanon and all over the
world and the jury members. 60 Arch-Assistants
selected from senior students of architecture at
local faculties are participating to this Festival. At
the end of Mr. Khaled Shehab visit to the faculty,
BAU president and the faculty's dean thanked him
for visiting BAU and delivered him a trophy.

La Plume de Pierre
25 Oct 2016 • The Pierre Sadek Award for Editorial
Cartoons: Pierre Sadek, a Lebanese socio-political
cartoonist, analyst, visionary and fine connoisseur of the local and regional political landscapes.
To keep all his work alive through the new generation of artists, the Pierre Sadek Foundation,
with collaboration of the Academie Libanaise des
Beaux-Arts (ALBA), Université de Balamand, and
the participation of Ecole Supérieure Estienne
Paris, launched “Trophée, La plume de Pierre”;
An award for the committed art. The organizers
of this Award presented to the students a brief
introduction explained the competition rules and
guidelines. Students from various programs participated in the competition which results were
announced end of February.
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Design Programs
participation in NABA
Summer School
– Milano
27 Jun – 07 Jul 2017 • In the framework of the activation of the MOU between BAU and Laureate Italian
Art and Design Education, a summer school was
organized from 27/06/2017 till 07/07/2017 in Nuova
Accademia Belle Arti (NABA) with the participation
of 14 students from BAU Interior Design program
(levels 1 and 2). The students explored art, design,
and culture through lectures, projects and field
trips. Moreover, three students from the Fashion
Design Program also participated. The students
attended the NABA Senior Graduation Collection
Fashion Show. The summer school also included
a variety of cultural visits to give the students the
opportunity to discover the city of Milano.
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Students' Trip to London
21 – 28 Apr 2017 • One of the important activities
occurred in the spring semester was the scientific
and entertainment trip to London from 21 to
28 April, 2017. The traveled group consisted of 31
persons (28 students and 3 supervisors). The traveled students were selected among the high GPA
students from level 3, 4, and 5. This trip reinforced
the practical knowledge of students through
visiting two of the best well-known architecture
offices in the world; (Foster + Partners Office) and
(Zaha Hadid Architects Office). The students had
an unprecedented chance to see drawings and
3d models of the latest projects that are recently
under construction. The group recognized the
latest design strategies that have welcomed
parametric designs, free concepts, fluid forms,
NURBS, and sustainable treatments. The trip also
targeted visiting the Bartlett School of Architecture, University College London, as one of the best
schools of architecture in the UK. The aim was to
recognize a different system of the architectural
education. Besides, the trip enhanced students'
site-experience through visiting real projects such
as (Gherkin Tower, London City Hall, and Millennium Bridge) for Norman Foster, (Lloyds Bank and
Millennium Dome) for Richard Rogers, (The Digital Pavilion) for Zaha Hadid, (The Shard) for Renzo
Piano, and (The Walkie Talkie) for Rafael Viñoly.
For culture and entertainment, the group visited
a number of museums and iconic landmarks
such as; (The British Museum), (Natural History
Museum), (Madame Tussauds Museum), (Victoria
and Albert Museum), (Design Museum), (National
Gallery Museum), (Westminster Zone: Big-Ben,
London Eye, River Thames), St. Paul Cathedral,
Buckingham Palace, Trafalgar Square, Tower
Bridge, Hyde Park, and Stadiums of Arsenal-Flying
Emirates and Chelsea-Stamford Bridge.
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TEDxBAU Debbieh
20 Aug 2016 • Beirut Arab University hosted its first
TEDxBAU Debbieh with the support of its president,
Prof. Amr Galal El Adawi and Dean of the Faculty
of Architecture – Design, and Built Environment,
Prof. Ibtihal El-Bastawissi. The event, by the
efforts of students from different majors and
faculties on-campus, was held at the Faculty of
Architecture – Design, and Built Environment on
Saturday 20th of August 2016. Inspired by the story
"Alice in Wonderland," the theme of the event was
"Down the Rabbit Hole," where speakers related
their struggles, adventures, and life experience
and concepts to the journey that Alice ventured
into. The event featured eight live talks of BAU
staff members, a student from BAU, and several
local and international Lebanese entrepreneurs
and people of influence as well as a violinist.

Annual Welcome Party
19 Oct 2016 • Under the patronage of BAU President,
Prof. Amr Galal El Adawi, the faculty Dean Prof.
Ibtihal El-Bastawissi was honored to welcome
the Architectural family to the Annual welcoming
party under the theme "Let's go Retro" for celebrating the launching of the new academic year
2016/2017 on Wednesday 19/10/2016 at the faculty
in the main atrium.
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Short-Term BAU Staff
Mobility to UCL
22 Nov – 06 Dec 2016 • Dr. Hiba Mohsen was
invited for an exploratory visit to the University
College London, UCL – Institute for Environmental
Design and Engineering (IEDE) for the period of
two weeks from the 22nd of November till the
6th of December 2016. This visit was supported
by the grant awarded to Dr. Rokia Raslan by UCL
Global Engagement Office ‘Sea and Currents’
grant. The main aim is to consolidate joint work
on a UCL – BAU research project on urban climate
models. A seminar entitled "Optimizing Beirut
Neighborhood Micro-climate through Green
Infrastructure: A 3D Urban Modeling Approach"
was presented by Dr. Hiba Mohsen on Wednesday
30th of November 2016 in Central House UCL – IEDE.

2017 TechWomen
Program
15 Sep – Oct 24 2017 • Our faculty member Ms. Rasha
Sukkarieh was selected by the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs and the U.S. Department of State (ECA) to represent Lebanon at the
2017 TechWomen program. The program hosted
100 women from 21 countries across Africa, Central and South Asia, and the Middle East. During
this time, Ms. Rasha engaged in project-based
mentorships at Lawerence Berkeley Lab in San
Francisco, participated in professional development workshops and networking events, and
traveled to Washington, DC. for targeted meetings.
The program included workshops strengthening
professional capacity, increasing mutual understanding between key networks of professionals,
and expanding girls’ interest in STEM careers.
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